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American Presidents Trivia Book Jun 27 2019 Do you love American history? Do you enjoy learning about the
US Presidents? If so, then this President Trivia book is for you. The Great Book of Crazy President Trivia is filled
with many lesser-known facts about the American Presidents. It is filled with great stories of the US Presidents that
you will not find in any US history books.This President Trivia book is going to let you see the Presidents of the past
in a whole new light. Learn about their personal lives, the challenges they faced, and their great accomplishments.
When you read this trivia book, you are going to learn not only about the Presidents of the US but about the history
of the US as well.Organized chronologically by president, each entry covers the major accomplishments and events
of the presidential term; cabinet members, election results, groundbreaking legislation, and Supreme Court
appointments; personality and personal habits; career before the presidency; a behind-the-scenes look at the wives,
families, friends, and foes; and much more, including hobbies, odd behaviors, and outlandish penchants. Major
primary documents from each administration -- from the Bill of Rights to Barack Obama's speech on race in
America -- provide a glimpse into the crucial moments of America's storied past in the words of those who led the
nation.
Historian in Chief Sep 03 2022 Presidents shape not only the course of history but also how Americans remember
and retell that history. From the Oval Office they instruct us what to respect and what to reject in our past. They
regale us with stories about who we are as a people, and tell us whom in the pantheon of greats we should revere and
whom we should revile. The president of the United States, in short, is not just the nation’s chief legislator, the head
of a political party, or the commander in chief of the armed forces, but also, crucially, the nation’s historian in chief.
In this engaging and insightful volume, Seth Cotlar and Richard Ellis bring together top historians and political
scientists to explore how eleven American presidents deployed their power to shape the nation’s collective memory
and its political future. Contending that the nation’s historians in chief should be evaluated not only on the basis of
how effective they are in persuading others, Historian in Chief argues they should also be judged on the veracity of
the history they tell.
Our Country's Presidents Jan 03 2020 "National Geographic presents the 44 leaders of the United States of
America in this fully up-to-date, authoritative, and lavishly illustrated family reference."--Page [4] of cover.
The President's Book of Secrets Jun 07 2020 Every president has had a unique and complicated relationship with
the intelligence community. While some have been coolly distant, even adversarial, others have found their
intelligence agencies to be among the most valuable instruments of policy and power. Since John F. Kennedy's
presidency, this relationship has been distilled into a personalized daily report: a short summary of what the
intelligence apparatus considers the most crucial information for the president to know that day about global threats
and opportunities. This top–secret document is known as the President's Daily Brief, or, within national security
circles, simply “the Book.” Presidents have spent anywhere from a few moments (Richard Nixon) to a healthy part
of their day (George W. Bush) consumed by its contents; some (Bill Clinton and George H. W. Bush) consider it far

and away the most important document they saw on a regular basis while commander in chief. The details of most
PDBs are highly classified, and will remain so for many years. But the process by which the intelligence community
develops and presents the Book is a fascinating look into the operation of power at the highest levels. David Priess, a
former intelligence officer and daily briefer, has interviewed every living president and vice president as well as
more than one hundred others intimately involved with the production and delivery of the president's book of
secrets. He offers an unprecedented window into the decision making of every president from Kennedy to Obama,
with many character–rich stories revealed here for the first time.
Presidents of the United States of America Oct 31 2019 A history of the office of the President of the United States,
from 1789 to the present... This book is a perfect introduction to America's Presidents and the United States
Government. Each chapter takes an education look at the life of an American President, how they rose into power,
and what the country was like during their time in office. Never before has so much information been packed into
one easy to read book. In Presidents of the United States of America, you will learn: Biographical details about each
President's birthplace, family life, political party and other interesting trivia The headlines, scandals, heroes, and
villains that defined America Presidential nicknames, famous quotes and detailed stories of ruthless Presidential
Campaigns The fascinating history of the White House And so much more... Presidents of the United States of
America is perfect for readers of all ages. Clear, easy to use, and full of valuable information, this book is a must for
anyone interested in American history. Relive the fascinating course of the United State's history through the lives of
its Presidents, from George Washington all the way up to its present leaders. A perfect resource for home and
school.
U.S. Presidents For Dummies Dec 14 2020 Forty-three Americans have held the job of President of the United
States. Each has a story, be it one of vision, accomplishment, conflict, scandal, triumph, or tragedy. And each story
is at the center of the national story, a part of what we all experience. History buffs find endless fascination – and a
greater understanding of America today – in the colorful personalities and momentous events that surround the Oval
Office. If you want the complete take on U. S. presidents, from George Washington to George W. Bush, you’ll
appreciate U. S. Presidents for Dummies. Written in a lively style by a history professor at the University of Texas,
this fun guidebook of chief executives is packed with information, factoids, and memorable quotes. Inside, you’ll
find out which president: Promised to only serve one term, and kept his word! Was a great person but a rotten
president Campaigned on nothing but image – in the n ineteenth century! May be the most underrated president in
history Had his own distributor bringing liquor to the White House – during Prohibition! Appointed the first female
cabinet member Pushed through the first civil rights legislation after the end of the Civil War Said of himself, “I am
a man of limited talents from a small town. I don’t seem to grasp that I am president” U. S. Presidents for Dummies
offers a wealth of knowledge on what it takes to be the leader of the free world, and who has stepped up to the
challenge. Dividing the ranks of presidents into chronological groups for a broader, historical understanding of the
office, this book discusses: The birth and evolution of the presidency Ineffective presidents Forgettable presidents
Working up to the Civil War Reconstruction presidents Becoming a force in the world Instituting the Imperial
Presidency Today’s changing dynamics and the Presidency A treasury of information, this book features an easy-tocomprehend style and sharp historical analysis. Sidebars, photos, timelines, and best and worst lists make U. S.
Presidents for Dummies a historical blast to read and a must-have for understanding the state of both yesterday’s and
today’s union.
Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents Feb 25 2022 The classic compendium of weird, quirky, and politically incorrect
presidential trivia is back—now with a chapter about the 45th American president, Donald J. Trump This updated
and redesigned edition of Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents features outrageous and uncensored profiles of our
commanders in chief—complete with hundreds of little-known, politically incorrect, and downright wacko facts.
You’ll discover that: • Teddy Roosevelt was blinded in a White House boxing match • John Quincy Adams loved to
skinny-dip in the Potomac River • Gerald Ford once worked as a Cosmopolitan magazine cover model • Warren G.
Harding gambled with White House china when he ran low on cash • Jimmy Carter reported a UFO sighting in
Georgia With chapters on everyone from George Washington to Donald Trump, Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents
tackles all the tough questions that other history books are afraid to ask: Which president claimed that God struck
down Abraham Lincoln on purpose? How many of these folks were cheating on their spouses? And are there really
secret tunnels underneath the White House? American history was never this much fun in school!
US Presidents and the Destruction of the Native American Nations Aug 02 2022 This book examines how the
United States government, through the lens of presidential leadership, has tried to come to grips with the many and
complex issues pertaining to relations with Indigenous peoples, who occupied the land long before the Europeans
arrived. The historical relationship between the US government and Native American communities reflects many of
the core contradictions and difficulties the new nation faced as it tried to establish itself as a legitimate government
and fend off rival European powers, including separation of powers, the role of Westward expansion and Manifest
Destiny, and the relationship between diplomacy and war in the making of the United States. The authors’ analysis
touches on all US presidents from George Washington to Donald Trump, with sections devoted to each president.

Ultimately, they consider what historical and contemporary relations between the government and native peoples
reveal about who we are and how we operate as a nation.
The New Big Book of U.S. Presidents Jan 15 2021 Discusses the lives, achievements, and times of each president
from George Washington to Barack Obama.
Texting with U.S. Presidents Feb 02 2020 Save $10 when you buy this paperback 3 book collection! What if you
could text with U.S. Presidents from history? Alex, a curious child, gets to do just that! In this box set, Alex texts
with George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and Theodore Roosevelt. Through the texting conversations, Alex
learns about strong leaders who stand up for what they believe in and fight for what is right. It's a biography box set
for kids that uses modern day texting bubbles children understand and enjoy! ***The perfect book for Independence
Day!*** This paperback book includes: The biography of George Washington The biography of Abraham Lincoln
The biography of Theodore Roosevelt A discussion of the American Revolution and Civil War in a way children can
understand Lessons in standing up for what you believe in Encouraging words about being true to yourself no matter
what people tell you 3 free books (just go to the website inside the book!) Buy the book and save big today!
Basher History: US Presidents Dec 02 2019 Every president, from George Washington to the winner of the 2016
election, has his own entry and speaks directly to the reader. Often humorous, these lively and enlightening articles
bring history to life.Meet James Monroe, known as the "Last Cocked Hat" because he pranced around in an outdated
wig, hat, and breeches! Learn more about "Uncle Jumbo" (better known as Grover Cleveland): the only president to
serve two non-consecutive terms. Find out how Ronald Reagan helped end the Cold War. Quirky facts add interest.
Did you know that John Quincy Adams had a pet alligator? That Teddy Roosevelt (and his whole family) could
walk on stilts? Or that Lyndon B. Johnson had worked as an elevator operator? Read this book, and you'll soon be
on personal terms with every single US Head Honcho to date. Includes a must-have poster that readers will be proud
to display on their walls.
US Presidents Trivia And Activity Book May 07 2020 In this US presidents trivia and activity book, you can stock
knowledge with each presidents that serves our country that is designed to enhance learning and a collectible book
with questionnaires. Get now this this Us presidents book which tells some of the the story of the great leaders of our
country, the United States of America with its achievements and other events with their lives which also includes
questionnaire fact timelines. It charts the dramatic developments and twists of their whole 4-year service, from past
to present leaders. Some life history of the United States presidential leaders with important political events and
issues. It is filled with many lesser-known facts. Find out how presidents rule or lead the whole nation of our country
in this fascinating book. Fact-file with short and varied history comes to life with intriguing facts, stunning minimal
illustrations, detailed infos and governmental issues. Full of fascinating facts about legal ruling for patriotic men and
women. A narrative introduction to the brilliant brains who knows little knowledge with political Us presidency. A
summary of important and trivial details about the earlier Presidents. Be knowledgeable because this book contains
the following appealing facts so be sure to buy this now! What you get in this book: The complete facts of life and
their service, Us presidents who serve the country from 1789 up to present, some of the most famous names in
modern history. Describes exactly what happens at their whole presidential term with informative sections of their
achievements Traces of development of the country presidents administrative during their service duration This
book contains the following 45 presidents accomplishments and life trivia Reveals the real-life stories behind dozens
of presidential terms attainments Full of guide with straightforward and reassuring information of each Us great
leaders Describes the successes and failures of interesting stories of American Presidents Each page features full
page minimal illustrations and information with questionnaires on how they lead our country If you like our Book
please click on our brand to see more Covers and other books.
The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents Aug 22 2021 A ready reference guide to the presidents of the United
States, from George Washington through Bill Clinton.
Presidents Fact Book Revised and Updated! Oct 04 2022 The Presidents Fact Book is a compendium of all things
presidential and a sweeping survey of American history through the biography of every president from George
Washington to Donald Trump. Organized chronologically by president, each entry covers the major
accomplishments and events of the presidential term; cabinet members, election results, groundbreaking legislation,
and Supreme Court appointments; personality and personal habits; career before the presidency; a behind-the-scenes
look at the wives, families, friends, and foes; and much more, including hobbies, odd behaviors, and outlandish
penchants. Major primary documents from each administration -- from the Bill of Rights to Barack Obama's speech
on race in America -- provide a glimpse into the crucial moments of America's storied past in the words of those
who led the nation. Perfect for students, history buffs, and political junkies, The President's Fact Book is at once an
expansive collage of our nation's 45 individual presidents and a comprehensive view of American history.
The Presidents and the Constitution May 31 2022 Shines new light on America's brilliant constitutional and
presidential history, from George Washington to Barack Obama. In this sweepingly ambitious volume, the nation’s
foremost experts on the American presidency and the U.S. Constitution join together to tell the intertwined stories of
how each American president has confronted and shaped the Constitution. Each occupant of the office—the first

president to the forty-fourth—has contributed to the story of the Constitution through the decisions he made and the
actions he took as the nation’s chief executive. By examining presidential history through the lens of constitutional
conflicts and challenges, The Presidents and the Constitution offers a fresh perspective on how the Constitution has
evolved in the hands of individual presidents. It delves into key moments in American history, from Washington’s
early battles with Congress to the advent of the national security presidency under George W. Bush and Barack
Obama, to reveal the dramatic historical forces that drove these presidents to action. Historians and legal experts,
including Richard Ellis, Gary Hart, Stanley Kutler and Kenneth Starr, bring the Constitution to life, and show how
the awesome powers of the American presidency have been shapes by the men who were granted them. The book
brings to the fore the overarching constitutional themes that span this country’s history and ties together presidencies
in a way never before accomplished.
Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents Nov 12 2020 Your high school history teachers never gave you a book like this
one! Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents features outrageous and uncensored profiles of the men in the White House
- complete with hundreds of little-known, politically incorrect, and downright wacko facts. You'll discover that: George Washington spent a whopping 7 of his salary on booze - John Quincy Adams loved to skinny-dip in the
Potomac River - Warren G. Harding gambled with White House china when he ran low on cash - Jimmy Carter
reported a UFO sighting in Georgia - And Richard Nixon . . . sheesh, don't get us started on Nixon! With chapters on
everyone from George Washington to G. W. Bush, Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents tackles all the tough questions
that other history books are afraid to answer: Are there really secret tunnels underneath the White House? How
many presidential daughters have bared their all for Playboy? And what was Nancy Reagan thinking when she
appeared on Diff'rent Strokes? American history was never this much fun in school!
The Complete Book of US Presidents, Fourth Edition Nov 05 2022 Discover the history and personal stories of
46 US Presidents in this beautifully illustrated volume. From the first president, George Washington, to the fortysixth, Joe Biden, the United States has seen a host of extraordinary men take office. Their stories are all included in
this fourth edition of The Complete Book of US Presidents by journalist and historian Bill Yenne. This book features
short, biographical essays about the lives of 46 presidents, jam-packed with unusual details and commentary on the
significant roles each commander-in-chief played in the shaping of the United States and its relations with the world.
Lavishly illustrated, including the presidents' official White House portraits, sidebars about each and every vice
president and first lady, and intriguing anecdotes, this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any
history lover. The Complete Book of US Presidents is an expansive collection that reflects on America's rich
presidential history, telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders.
American Heritage Illustrated History of the Presidents Jul 21 2021 A history of the U.S. presidency offers
portraits of every president from George Washington to Bill Clinton and discusses the accomplishments, issues, and
events that dominated each administration.
The New Big Book of U.S. Presidents 2020 Edition Dec 26 2021 Updated for 2020, readers can easily relive the
course of American history through a detailed timeline, more than 50 vivid photographs and illustrations,
information about each president's term in office, and the major political issues of each era.
7 US Presidents History Failed Nov 24 2021 In this short examination, a 17 year old presidential enthusiast makes
the case for seven U.S. Presidents that he believes haven't received proper credit from History. Presidents J. Adams,
J.Q. Adams, A. Johnson, Hoover, Eisenhower, Ford, and G.W. Bush all are given essay-like examinations that
suggest they contributed more to the United States than the general public may believe.
The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents Mar 17 2021 Chronicles the rich history of the American presidency,
including informative and entertaining biographies of each of the men who have held the office and full coverage of
the 1996 election.
U.S. Presidents: Past & Present, Grades 5 - 8 Jun 19 2021 Provides historical backgrounds on each of the U.S.
presidents. Read about their early lives, their careers before becoming president, their presidency, and their lives
after leaving office. Reinforce reading with the Points to Ponder short-answer questions, and do extra research into
related topics with the Explore History section. Includes introductory material on presidential candidates and
campaigns, as well as fun facts about presidential firsts.
The Complete Book of US Presidents Oct 24 2021 In this momentous election year, experience the history and
personal stories of all 44 U.S. Presidents in this beautifully illustrated edition. From the first president, George
Washington, to the most recent, Barack Obama, the United States has seen a host of extraordinary men take office.
Their stories are all included in The Complete Book of US Presidents by journalist and historian Bill Yenne. This
book features short, biographical essays about the lives of each of the 44 presidents, jam-packed with unusual details
and expounding on the significant roles each commander-in-chief played in the shaping of the United States and its
relations with the world. Vastly illustrated with sidebars about each and every vice president, First Lady, and
interesting anecdotes on each president, this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history
lover during election season. The Complete Book of US Presidents is truly an expansive collection that reflects on
America's rich presidential history, telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest

political leaders.
The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia Sep 22 2021 Discover America’s rich history through the eyes of its
commanders-in-chief, as well as notable first ladies, famous speeches, and major constitutional events, with this
visual reference guide to the leaders of the United States. US Presidents and first ladies have changed domestic and
foreign policy, supported movements such as women’s suffrage and civil rights, and have led the country through
significant historical moments that have shaped the nation into what it is today. Pages of visual illustrations take
children, adolescents, and adults on a journey through the achievements of all of the US Presidents. Filled with over
150 pages of visual timelines, kids will learn about the contribution each head of state had and the historical context
surrounding their presidential term. Learn about the 46 presidents, first ladies and historical speeches, moments that
changed the course of the world- and American history. From the Declaration of Independence, Gettysburg Address,
Abolition of Slavery, and both the most controversial and loved presidential offices. An Essential Visual Guide to
US Presidents and their Influence on America This historical book introduces children to prominent US Presidents,
notable first ladies, and prominent events. Beautifully illustrated to bring these pages of history to life, kids will
learn about events that defined each presidential office from independence to the present day. This visual reflection
from DK Books will compel children to investigate further, understand history, and the important role US Presidents
had in shaping it: • New edition updated to include the results from the November 2020 election • Perfect
introduction to the subject for young readers, packed with bite-sized information and nuggets of knowledge • In
association with the Smithsonian Institution • Includes a full feature on every US president • With additional fun
facts about presidential life, where presidents were from, extraordinary elections, and a vice presidents timeline
Author in Chief Apr 05 2020 “One of the best books on the American presidency to appear in recent years.”
—Thomas Mallon, The Wall Street Journal “Fun and fascinating…It’s witty, charming, and fantastically learned. I
loved it.” —Rick Perlstein Based on a decade of research and reporting, Author in Chief tells the story of America’s
presidents as authors—and offers a delightful new window into the public and private lives of our highest leaders.
Most Americans are familiar with Abraham Lincoln’s famous words in the Gettysburg Address and the Emancipation Proclamation. Yet few can name the work that helped him win the presidency: his published collection of
speeches entitled Political Debates between Hon. Abraham Lincoln and Hon. Stephen A. Douglas. Lincoln labored
in secret to get his book ready for the 1860 election, tracking down newspaper transcripts, editing them carefully for
fairness, and hunting for a printer who would meet his specifications. Political Debates sold fifty thousand
copies—the rough equivalent of half a million books in today’s market—and it reveals something about Lincoln’s
presidential ambitions. But it also reveals something about his heart and mind. When voters asked about his beliefs,
Lincoln liked to point them to his book. In Craig Fehrman’s groundbreaking work of history, Author in Chief, the
story of America’s presidents and their books opens a rich new window into presidential biography. From volumes
lost to history—Calvin Coolidge’s Autobiography, which was one of the most widely discussed titles of 1929—to
ones we know and love—Barack Obama’s Dreams from My Father, which was very nearly never
published—Fehrman unearths countless insights about the presidents through their literary works. Presidential books
have made an enormous impact on American history, catapulting their authors to the national stage and even turning
key elections. Beginning with Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia, the first presidential book to
influence a campaign, and John Adams’s Autobiography, the first score-settling presidential memoir, Author in
Chief draws on newly uncovered information—including never-before-published letters from Andrew Jackson, John
F. Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan—to cast fresh light on the private drives and self-doubts that fueled our nation’s
leaders. We see Teddy Roosevelt as a vulnerable first-time author, struggling to write the book that would become a
classic of American history. We see Reagan painstakingly revising Where’s the Rest of Me?, a forgotten memoir in
which he sharpened his sunny political image. We see Donald Trump negotiating the deal for The Art of the Deal,
the volume that made him synonymous with business savvy. Alongside each of these authors, we also glimpse the
everyday Americans who read them. Combining the narrative felicity of a journalist with the rigorous scholarship of
a historian, Fehrman delivers a feast for history lovers, book lovers, and everybody curious about a behind-thescenes look at our presidents.
American Presidents Coloring Book Jul 09 2020 Ready-to-color portraits of all 43 U.S. Presidents — from George
Washington to George W. Bush — deftly portrayed against backdrops of significant events that occurred during
their administrations: James Madison before a burning White House during the War of 1812, George H. Bush and a
background scene fromnbsp;the Gulf War, and more.
The New Big Book of U.S. Presidents 2020 Edition Sep 30 2019 Updated for 2020, readers can easily relive the
course of American history through a detailed timeline, more than 50 vivid photographs and illustrations,
information about each president's term in office, and the major political issues of each era.
American Presidents and the United Nations May 19 2021 American Presidents and the United Nations:
Internationalism in the Balance offers a fresh look at the U.S.–UN relationship. The current discourse regarding
America’s linkage with the UN—and particularly about the President’s influence on the world body—has
metamorphosed well beyond the conventional conversation of the post-World War II generation. This book places

the UN–U.S. relationship within the evolving fabric of international affairs and American political developments
through the 2020 presidential election, into the early Biden administration. The text integrates analyses of individual
presidential politics and presidential foreign policy preferences from Franklin Roosevelt through Donald Trump,
with congressional responses, and seemingly ever-accelerating, troublesome, and often unanticipated international
crises. Readers will find the latest scholarship, primary sourcing, as well as synthesis, and a fresh analysis of the
ongoing and increasingly multifaceted political and intellectual debate about America’s role in the world. The book
spotlights one of the most creative, complex, and inspirited global institutions ever devised by human beings—the
United Nations—and puts it in context with the powerful role of the American presidency. Essential for students,
scholars, and general readers alike.
U.S. Presidents For Dummies Mar 05 2020 Forty-three Americans have held the job of President of the United
States. Each has a story, be it one of vision, accomplishment, conflict, scandal, triumph, or tragedy. And each story
is at the center of the national story, a part of what we all experience. History buffs find endless fascination – and a
greater understanding of America today – in the colorful personalities and momentous events that surround the Oval
Office. If you want the complete take on U. S. presidents, from George Washington to George W. Bush, you’ll
appreciate U. S. Presidents for Dummies. Written in a lively style by a history professor at the University of Texas,
this fun guidebook of chief executives is packed with information, factoids, and memorable quotes. Inside, you’ll
find out which president: Promised to only serve one term, and kept his word! Was a great person but a rotten
president Campaigned on nothing but image – in the n ineteenth century! May be the most underrated president in
history Had his own distributor bringing liquor to the White House – during Prohibition! Appointed the first female
cabinet member Pushed through the first civil rights legislation after the end of the Civil War Said of himself, “I am
a man of limited talents from a small town. I don’t seem to grasp that I am president” U. S. Presidents for Dummies
offers a wealth of knowledge on what it takes to be the leader of the free world, and who has stepped up to the
challenge. Dividing the ranks of presidents into chronological groups for a broader, historical understanding of the
office, this book discusses: The birth and evolution of the presidency Ineffective presidents Forgettable presidents
Working up to the Civil War Reconstruction presidents Becoming a force in the world Instituting the Imperial
Presidency Today’s changing dynamics and the Presidency A treasury of information, this book features an easy-tocomprehend style and sharp historical analysis. Sidebars, photos, timelines, and best and worst lists make U. S.
Presidents for Dummies a historical blast to read and a must-have for understanding the state of both yesterday’s and
today’s union.
Presidents and Presidencies in American History: A Social, Political, and Cultural Encyclopedia and Document
Collection [4 volumes] Apr 29 2022 This innovative encyclopedia explores the life and times of America's forty-five
presidents—from the first administration to that of Donald Trump. • Enables readers to better understand each
president's unique contributions to American history, providing significantly more detail than typical reference
works on the U.S. presidency • Includes substantial historical overview essays as well as a penetrating critical
analysis, in addition to detailed biographical essays, of each presidency • Offers a curated selection of primary
documents, combining the educational power of primary and secondary sources to create a richer learning
experience for readers
Dark History of the American Presidents Aug 29 2019 Series statement from publisher website.
The Complete Book of US Presidents Jan 27 2022 Inform your vote with the history and personal stories of 45 US
Presidents in this beautifully illustrated volume. From the first president, George Washington, to the most recent
president, Donald Trump, the United States has seen a host of extraordinary men take office. Their stories are all
included in The Complete Book of US Presidents by journalist and historian Bill Yenne. This book features short,
biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents, jam-packed with unusual details and expounding on the
significant roles each commander-in-chief played in the shaping of the United States and its relations with the world.
Lavishly illustrated, including each president's official White House portrait, sidebars about each and every vice
president and First Lady, and interesting anecdotes, this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate
any history lover during election season. The Complete Book of US Presidents is an expansive collection that
reflects on America's rich presidential history, telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its
greatest political leaders.
The American President Feb 13 2021 The American President is an enthralling account of American presidential
actions from the assassination of William McKinley in 1901 to Bill Clinton's last night in office in January 2001.
William Leuchtenburg, one of the great presidential historians of the century, portrays each of the presidents in a
chronicle sparkling with anecdote and wit. Leuchtenburg offers a nuanced assessment of their conduct in office,
preoccupations, and temperament. His book presents countless moments of high drama: FDR hurling defiance at the
"economic royalists" who exploited the poor; ratcheting tension for JFK as Soviet vessels approach an American
naval blockade; a grievously wounded Reagan joking with nurses while fighting for his life. This book charts the
enormous growth of presidential power from its lowly state in the late nineteenth century to the imperial presidency
of the twentieth. That striking change was manifested both at home in periods of progressive reform and abroad,

notably in two world wars, Vietnam, and the war on terror. Leuchtenburg sheds light on presidents battling with
contradictory forces. Caught between maintaining their reputation and executing their goals, many practiced deceits
that shape their image today. But he also reveals how the country's leaders pulled off magnificent achievements
worthy of the nation's pride.
The Timeline History of U.S. Presidents and First Ladies Oct 12 2020 Takes a chronological look at the
Presidents of the United States and their spouses, including facts on their tenures as well as a short history of the
presidency, assassination attempts, and presidential pets.
Basher History: US Presidents Apr 17 2021 Basher History: US Presidents, Oval Office All-Stars created and
illustrated by Simon Basher, written by Dan Green Basher's US Presidents shows you the nation's leaders as you've
never seen them before. Every president, from George Washington to the winner of the 2012 election, has his own
entry and speaks directly to the reader. In Basher's humorous fashion, these lively and enlightening articles bring
history to life. Meet James Monroe, known as the "Last Cocked Hat" because he pranced around in an outdated wig,
hat, and breeches! Learn more about "Uncle Jumbo" (better known as Grover Cleveland): the only president to serve
two non-consecutive terms. Find out how Ronald Reagan helped end the Cold War. Quirky facts add interest. Did
you know that John Quincy Adams had a pet alligator? That Teddy Roosevelt (and his whole family) could walk on
stilts? Or that Lyndon B. Johnson had worked as an elevator operator? Reading this book will put you on first-name
terms with every single one of America's Head Honchoes!
Accidental Presidents Aug 10 2020 This New York Times bestselling “deep dive into the terms of eight former
presidents is chock-full of political hijinks—and déjà vu” (Vanity Fair) and provides a fascinating look at the men
who came to the office without being elected to it, showing how each affected the nation and world. The strength
and prestige of the American presidency has waxed and waned since George Washington. Eight men have
succeeded to the presidency when the incumbent died in office. In one way or another they vastly changed our
history. Only Theodore Roosevelt would have been elected in his own right. Only TR, Truman, Coolidge, and LBJ
were re-elected. John Tyler succeeded William Henry Harrison who died 30 days into his term. He was kicked out
of his party and became the first president threatened with impeachment. Millard Fillmore succeeded esteemed
General Zachary Taylor. He immediately sacked the entire cabinet and delayed an inevitable Civil War by standing
with Henry Clay’s compromise of 1850. Andrew Johnson, who succeeded our greatest president, sided with
remnants of the Confederacy in Reconstruction. Chester Arthur, the embodiment of the spoils system, was so reviled
as James Garfield’s successor that he had to defend himself against plotting Garfield’s assassination; but he
reformed the civil service. Theodore Roosevelt broke up the trusts. Calvin Coolidge silently cooled down the
Harding scandals and preserved the White House for the Republican Herbert Hoover and the Great Depression.
Harry Truman surprised everybody when he succeeded the great FDR and proved an able and accomplished
president. Lyndon B. Johnson was named to deliver Texas electorally. He led the nation forward on Civil Rights but
failed on Vietnam. Accidental Presidents shows that “history unfolds in death as well as in life” (The Wall Street
Journal) and adds immeasurably to our understanding of the power and limits of the American presidency in critical
times.
The Black President Jul 01 2022 Combining lively prose with a balanced, nonpartisan portrait of Obama's successes
and failures, The Black President will be required reading not only for historians, politics junkies, and Obama fans
but for anyone seeking to understand America's contemporary struggles with inequality, prejudice, and fear.
U.S Presidents Trivia Book Jul 29 2019 Do you love American history? Do you enjoy learning about the US
Presidents? If so, then this President Trivia book is for you. The Great Book of Crazy President Trivia is filled with
many lesser-known facts about the American Presidents. It is filled with great stories of the US Presidents that you
will not find in any US history books.This President Trivia book is going to let you see the Presidents of the past in a
whole new light. Learn about their personal lives, the challenges they faced, and their great accomplishments. When
you read this trivia book, you are going to learn not only about the Presidents of the US but about the history of the
US as well.Organized chronologically by president, each entry covers the major accomplishments and events of the
presidential term; cabinet members, election results, groundbreaking legislation, and Supreme Court appointments;
personality and personal habits; career before the presidency; a behind-the-scenes look at the wives, families,
friends, and foes; and much more, including hobbies, odd behaviors, and outlandish penchants. Major primary
documents from each administration -- from the Bill of Rights to Barack Obama's speech on race in America -provide a glimpse into the crucial moments of America's storied past in the words of those who led the nation.
Presidents Sep 10 2020 An informative and visual guide to America's highest office, this DK Eyewitness book
explores the history of the White House and the presidents who have served in it. Written in association with the
Smithsonian Institution, this beautiful visual reference book provides mini-biographies and trivia for budding
historians, along with hundreds of photos that illustrate the lives of Presidents that shaped American history.
Students and teachers alike will find intriguing facts in this comprehensive history book. Each president's feature
starts with their early lives and takes the reader through their political careers. Discover how they came into office
and what happened after they won their presidential elections. Be an eyewitness to the history of the inhabitants of

the White House through full-color photographs of famous paintings, campaign memorabilia, handwritten letters,
and even historical artifacts belonging to each President. As the first person to be called the President of the United
States, George Washington helped unite the colonies and win independence from King George of Great Britain.
Learn about his revolutionary leadership and the forging of the Constitution. Discover how Abraham Lincoln saved
the Union from the American Civil War, and how Thomas Jefferson doubled the size of the nation with the
Louisiana Purchase. The book includes a section of presidential speeches such as John F. Kennedy’s inaugural
address and Ronald Reagan's Evil Empire speech. Read about other 20th century presidents such George W. Bush,
Bill Clinton, and the first Black president Barack Obama. This new edition introduces America’s newest
Commander-in-chief Joe Biden. The History of the US Presidents From George Washington to Joe Biden DK
Eyewitness Books: Presidents uses a unique integrated format with text and pictures to give insight into the lives of
the men that have held the highest position in the USA. Eyewitness educational books are a favorite for school-aged
students, parents, and teachers alike. Inside this fascinating visual reference book: • Includes a feature on every
American President in history - right up to Joe Biden • Presidential facts and trivia in bite-sized information that is
easy to follow for younger readers • Hundreds of photos of famous artworks, historical artifacts, and handwritten
letters • Includes a section on some of history's famous American political speeches More from DK Books: For more
interesting facts about American Presidents look for DK Books The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia. If you enjoy
DK Eyewitness Books: Presidents there are over 170 Eyewitness titles to choose from, covering a large variety of
topics. For more history reference books DK Eyewitness: Victorians, DK Eyewitness: Aztec, and DK Eyewitness:
World War I - just a few of the titles available.
The Presidents Mar 29 2022 The complete rankings of our best -- and worst -- presidents, based on C-SPAN's muchcited Historians Surveys of Presidential Leadership. Over a period of decades, C-SPAN has surveyed leading
historians on the best and worst of America's presidents across a variety of categories -- their ability to persuade the
public, their leadership skills, their moral authority, and more. The crucible of the presidency has forged some of the
very best and very worst leaders in our national history, along with everyone in between. Based on interviews
conducted over the years with a variety of presidential biographers, this book provides not just a complete ranking of
our presidents, but stories and analyses that capture the character of the men who held the office. From Abraham
Lincoln's political savvy and rhetorical gifts to James Buchanan's indecisiveness, this book teaches much about what
makes a great leader -- and what does not. As America looks ahead to our next election, this book offers perspective
and criteria to help us choose our next leader wisely.
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